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Save the Date

Advanced
Mobility 2025
18-19 June 2019 • Detroit • Michigan
An interactive workshop
style conference
Register for tickets at:

www.ricardo.com/AM2025

Advanced Mobility 2025

Come join us...
...at Ricardo Strategic Consulting’s inaugural conference
on future mobility. This event will provide deep insights
on the technology and commercial readiness of the
industry to meet the emerging opportunities for people
and goods movement. This year the focus will be on the
expected deployments for connectivity, transportation
services and autonomy for 2025. The workshop style
conference will be held on June 18 and 19, 2019 in Detroit,
Michigan. Attendees will be limited to 100 to facilitate
discussions and networking.

Register today
Special Early bird rate available for the first 25 delegates to register.
With only 100 places available, early registration is advised.

Register for tickets at:

www.ricardo.com/AM2025

This two-day event will gather industry professionals
in advanced mobility to understand the realities of
future urban mobility and goods movement.
The conference will specifically focus on the expected level of mobility
which can be achieved by 2025 and the key enablers in terms of onboard and off-board vehicle technologies, investments and policy
changes required to make this happen. Sessions will involve key
note presentations and interactive panel discussions on technology
roadmaps, market requirements and business case for services. Topics
will include technology developments and requirements from vehicle
OEMs, new entrants and suppliers, the role of government regulation
and investments, cost-benefit scenarios and consumer behavioral
patterns for mobility preferences.
The conference is intended to be an interactive workshop allowing
participants to discuss and collate views on the reality of people and
goods mobility by 2025. This will be achieved through panel Q+A
sessions and allowing the conference participants to express questions
and opinions through phone apps/internet. At the end of each day, a
summary will be provided of key insights. In addition, a short report
will also be prepared by Ricardo on these insights and provided to
participants within two weeks of the conference completing.

Advanced Mobility 2025

Agenda outline
Day 1: 2025 Vision – Urban Mobility

Consumer Behaviors
and Mobility Needs

Connectivity and
Cyber Security

Investment, Innovation
and Policy

Research and outlook on consumer
preferences and behavior patterns
surrounding urban mobility.

What will the IoT explosion mean
by 2025 and what should firms do
to assess cybersecurity readiness
and digital resilience.

What are the major investments
necessary to advance urban
mobility, who will pay for them, and
what are the innovation and policy
changes required.

These will influence adoption and
penetration rates of ride hailing, ride
sharing varieties, types of mobility and
public transit vehicles and use cases.
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Agenda outline
Day 2: 2025 Vision – Goods Movement

Trucking Industry
Challenges and Needs
An overview of how connectivity and
autonomy can alleviate the challenges
pertaining to the trucking industry along
with areas of opportunity in operational
cost improvement and affordability for
line haul scenarios

Connectivity, IoT and
Cybersecurity Opportunities
and Challenges

Platooning and
Autonomous Technology –
Fleet and OEM Perspectives

A vision into the connected truck of
2025, related infrastructure needs and
pertaining cost-benefit and risk scenarios

A 2025 view of a fully autonomous truck,
cost of ADAS features relative to benefit
and infrastructure and investment
needs for platooning and autonomous
technology deployment
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Organizing Group

Why Attend

The conference sessions will be organized and led by a recognized team of industry
professionals.

Learn:

Giovanni Circella

Director, 3 Revolutions Future Mobility Programs, ITS - UC Davis

Gil Tal

Director of Research, Plug-in Hybrid & Electric Vehicle Center,
ITS – UC Davis

Prof Alan Taub

Professor, University of Michigan
Advisor, Autotech Ventures

Mike Britt

MG Britt Consulting Inc
Formerly Director of Maintenance, UPS

Ali Maleki

CEO, Traxen

Prof Peter Lockhart

Head of Commercial Technology, Roke

Marc Wiseman

President, Global Mobility Programs, Ricardo Strategic Consulting

Aneesh Padalkar

Senior manager, Ricardo Strategic Consulting

Gain perspective from key opinion leaders and the
workshop discussion sessions in urban mobility
and goods movement on various elements
shaping the industry and consumer behavior

Network:
Interact with industry executives, policy makers
and academia at the forefront of business
decisions and research on advanced mobility

Influence:
Join other industry influencers and participants to
discuss opportunities and barriers for the industry
and expectations from the policy makers

Additional industry speakers will be announced shortly

Ricardo Strategic Consulting
Ricardo Inc
40000 Ricardo Drive
Van Buren Twp
MI 48111

Contact
Taylor Lee
Email: taylor.lee@ricardo.com
Phone: +(1) 734 394 3866

www.ricardo.com/AM2025

